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- contains nine step-by-step lessons in a tutorial style from simple to complex.n Covers tasks related to truss, shear
stress, documentation.n and layout.n Lectures will allow you to learn and use effective practices, learn how to do web

development, without spending a lot of time on useless knowledge. 3.5.2 - Four hundred tasks â€œWeb developmentâ€•
is a difficult, but also incredibly exciting process. Here you can create, implement new ideas and be inspired by bright
examples of colleagues and customers. The Web book contains four hundred tasks that can be solved by doing web
technologies. In it you will find practical recommendations and code samples, useful tools and templates. The main
speakers are experts from around the world. "WB" is divided into chapters, each of which consists of two or three

thematic sections. Each section includes four subtasks, three code options, and plenty of examples to help you complete
any challenge. Illustrations, icons and documentation increase the effectiveness of the study of the book and help to

focus on solving problems. Each chapter of the book is divided into step-by-step instructions that help you choose the
right path to solve problems, and useful tools make your work easier. Tasks and recommendations will help in solving
problems related to design, layout, social interaction, design and usability.n. This book will help web design beginners
learn the skills they need to increase sales and improve their web design. All assignments and practice materials are

structured and provided with explanations and comments.n They will help in mastering the necessary skills.n
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